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					Latest News



	
			  	  
			  		2023-12-20

			  		EOL notice of VS1011E-L and VS1011E-S

					After over 20 years in manufacturing, we have to unfortunately announce the end of life of our oldest product, VS1011E, due to a supplier discontinuing a CMOS process used in the manufacturing of the VS1011E. 


 

Please find more information in the EOL notice: https://www.vlsi.fi/fileadmin/news/EOL_VS1011E_2023.pdf
 
					    
			   	

		
			  	  
			  		2023-12-20

			  		VS1010 AudioBook Board

					VLSI has released a VS1010 Audiobook Board schematics. The board is intended to demonstrate how to implement and audio book for e.g. religious texts, or tour or museum guides.


The board will be available to buy in Q1/2024.


--> Read more
 
					    
			   	

		
			  	  
			  		2023-11-15

			  		VS1005 devCrypt driver

					VLSI has released an all-new devCrypt decrypting device driver for VS1005.


devCrypt makes it possible to decode files encrypted on a PC using a Secret Key. For encryption, the highly secure and fast ChaCha20 algorithm is used.


devCrypt opens up many new secure applications for VS1005, e.g. making it possible to transfer audio files that can only be played back on devices with the Secret Key.


--> Read more
 
					    
			   	

		
			  	  
			  		2023-09-14

			  		VS1010 AudioBook

					VLSI has released a VS1010 Audiobook example. Audiobok is optimized for devices with a text LCD and can show many things, including the text being currently read. If needed, Audiobook can be modified to also work with simpler display units. As usual for VLSI, full source code is available.


--> Read more
 
					    
			   	

		
			  	  
			  		2023-08-25

			  		VS1010 Simple Player + video

					VLSI has released a new VS1010 Simple MP3 Player example. The idea of the player is to provide a simple template for customers' own, customized projects. The player supports basic functionality like volume control, next, previous, random, and fast forward. Full source code and an educational video is also available.


--> Read more
--> Watch video
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					Audio Is Everywhere

[image: ]Wherever you go, you are surrounded by sound. From the moment your alarm clock wakes you up, sound follows you everywhere on the Internet radio, car stereo, traffic lights, portable stereo, mobile phone, talking ATM, elevator, TV set, baby monitor, Hi-Fi equipment, toys, and many other devices. 


We at VLSI Solution are part of this development. Our high-quality audio integrated circuit products help you put audio everywhere from toys and audio guides to awarded High-end Hi-Fi equipment. 


 


Integrated Circuit Products
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	VS1010 is the newest member of our audio decoder family. It is both a low-cost MP3 decoder with extensive I/O features and a microcontroller that can act either as a System-on-a-Chip or as a coprocessor.
	VS1005 is our flagship audio product. It is probably the world's highest integrated  system-on-silicon device for personal music players. See our MP3 player presentation.
	VS23S040 is a 4 Mbit SPI SRAM and VS23S010 is a 1 Mbit SPI SRAM. Their main applications are memory expansion, for example buffering uncompressed audio when recording to an SD card, buffering internet audio stream or microcontroller RAM extension. Samples are available.
	VS1063 is an MP3 encoder/decoder IC. It's a pin-compatible replacement for VS1053 with many added features, ranging from a speed shifter and 5-channel equalizer to a whole new full duplex codec mode. See our internet streaming presentation. 
	VS1000  is an  audio player SoC. It is intended for content sellers  such as audio books, tourist guides, announcement systems and intelligent toys.
	VS1053 is a high performance decoder and encoder chip for audio streaming applications such as internet radio. VS1053 has multi-format decoding capability and customization by using our IDE. This makes it attractive for the commodity MP3 player market as well.
	VS1003 is a high quality MP3+WMA decoder. It is ideal for small micro SD card based player applications. Additionally audio processing power of the device can be used for DSP applications such as adaptive echo cancellation for Skype speaker phones.
	VS1103 is for effect processing such as reverb, echo cancellation, PCM recording, MIDI synthesis and simple pitch shifting. Like VS1003 it offers very simple SD card based player applications but with less cost.
	VS1011 is a very popular MP3 decoder. It is very simple to use as an audio interface of a master processor.






Module Products

[image: ]
	The VSMD001 family is a small, high performance, easy to use  Ogg Vorbis audio player that is controlled from the IO pins, UART, SPI or USB. It  can be used as a "plug-in" audio board in electronic systems or as a  standalone small audio player. The audio content can locate either in the embedded  SPI nor flash or in a micro SD card. 
	The VSMD301 family has power and audio pins compatible with VSMD001 family. Features are similar as in VSMD001 family. It lacks USB interface of the other family  but has mono ADC with microphone amplifier for recording or mixing. VSMD301 family uses PCM or ADPCM format for audio content. Simple audio format provides low audio delay and  seamless looping capability.






Reference Designs

	The VS1053b USB Hi-Fi Player is a multi-format "MP3 player" that uses  the VS1053 as a stand-alone component along with a low-cost High Speed  (480 Mbit/s) USB controller. The device can play .MP3, .OGG, .AAC, .M4A,  .WMA, .WAV, .IMA and .MID files with excellent sound quality. It can either use SD/SDHC cards (over 2 GB supported) or internal FLASH  memory.
	The HiFi Recorder Application demonstrates the capabilities of VS1000d  and VS1053b chips for high quality stereo recording from line-in or microphone interface.
	VS1003 SD Card Mini Player application is an  extremely simple SD card player. It features mp3 and WMA audio formats,  small size, excellent audio quality. It is likely the  simplest, smallest and lowest cost SD card player in the world.
	VS1000 Button Cell Player application is a very low power audio player. It features Ogg Vorbis decoding with  very low bit rates and  credit card size. The low BOM   of less than 3 USD and royalty free audio compression make it attractive for disposable audio applications such as audio guide of  a museum or marketing gift.
	VS1000 Audio Book application demonstrates VS1000 device capabilities in   portable bible or audio book application. The system features  excellent  audio quality, high audio compression. The smart indexing with bookmarking is capable to handle thousands of predefined jumps and endless loops.




Developer Boards

[image: ]
	VS8053/VS1053/VS1063 Developer Board features   comprehensive hardware  interfaces for writing and testing various  audio  signal processing  software on  VS8053/VS1053/VS1063 devices   
	VS10xx Prototyping Board is a simple standalone player that uses  VS1011/VS1003/VS1033/VS1053/VS1063/VS1103 devices and MMC/SD card. It has wire  wrap area for adding user specific features.  
	VS1000 Developer Board is an application development board for VS1000.   It features all necessary hardware for writing and testing new software  for VS1000.





ASIC services

Do you need a customized circuit?
 
	See our Design and Manufacturing Services




				

			

			
			
				
					Discussion Forum

Go to the VSDSP Forum  ->


Latest Press Releases

no news in this list.


Latest Document Updates



	
			  	  
			  		2022-12-01

			  		VS1010 DevBoard Schematics v2.06

					VS1010 Developer Board schematics has been updated to v2.06. VLSI Solution recommends using the new, annotated schematics as a basis for new VS1010 designs.


--> Download schematics
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